Artists create original
artwork, and
commissions
Artists video record
artwork construction

Artists upload high res
image of artwork

Marketers organise artists
to complete commissions

Marketing Arm
Marketers win corporate
commissions for artists and
manage process ensuring
artwork video is correctly
edited to include corporate
imagery, and artwork and
mugs/items are delivered
to corporation as agreed.
( Also can secure
sponsorship deals etc )
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Artwork video edited,
may include other
imagery to enhance
artistic or corporate
message
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Community Tools and Website
Instructions, tools for artists on video recording and specs.
Hosting of artwork and video data and database
Tool for incorporating QR codes in artwork as an option
'How To'win commissions, plus access to Marketing Arm.
Artists can order wholesale printed mugs etc for delivery to
clients
Artists pay hosting fees, receive royalties on sales
Hosting of ArtVideoApp for download
Website for public use to freely view content
Website sells originals,
artwork prints, prints
on apparel, prints on
mugs, etc
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Artists sell artworks
and/or enter work in
exhibitions

Marketers ongoing
sale and supply of
printed mugs/items to
the corporation, who
then either sell them or
use as corporate gifts

Pa

Users ( Artwork viewers ) Users download ArtVideoApp or
QR reader and view videos on their phone when pointing it
at artwork image or QR code

FIG. 7

App diagram sequence
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At any time if user tapps....

Tap
filter On
toggle

1

List of
exhibitions.
If tap
exhibition

Optional:
Tap and
hold makes
filter Off
toggle

tra

Tap
frame
icon

All images
on website.
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Images in
current
exhibition
(not shown
in diagram)
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Click
purchase
icon
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1

Success
plays
video

Decision
A
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FIG. 12

3

Tap on
image

Decision A

Website
purchase
page

